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Abstract. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has been investigated widely to
recognize characters in images for various applications including license plate
recognition. Several limitations and distortions are available in images such as
noise, blurring, and closed characters (alphabet and numbers) which makes the
task of recognition more complex. This paper addresses the closed characters and
blurring problem utilizing three pre-trained deep learning OCR models including
Pytesseract, EasyOCR and KerasOCR. We evaluated and compared these meth-
ods using a dataset that contains Malaysian license plates. The results show that
KerasOCR was able to outperform other methods in terms of recognition accu-
racy. KerasOCR was able to recognize 107 images out of 264 images compared
to only 87 images in EasyOCR and 97 images in Pytesseract.
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1 Introduction

License Plate Recognition is a technology found to automatically recognize characters
from video footage. It is useful for various applications such as security and traffic
analysis, vehicle monitoring in highways, and car parking in commercial buildings.
OCR works by converting pictures that have characters to digital texts.

Several research works have demonstrated the application of car plate recognition
with various methods that each has its advantages and disadvantages. Traditional image
processing algorithms were utilized for automatic car-plate detection and recognition.
The algorithm that was running on the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) focused
on recognition of numbers that have various shapes, sizes, fonts and colours inMalaysian
license plates [1]. They used edge detection method to detect the license plate and OCR
with correlation approach to recognize characters [1]. On the other hand, deep learning
approaches have been demonstrated for characters recognition in car plates. License
Plate Recognition via Deep Neural Network (LPRNet) is an End-to-End method with-
out preliminary character segmentation. This method was trained using the lightweight
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convolution Neural Network (CNN) for real-time recognition [2]. Convolution Neural
Networks based method was also able to achieve a high accuracy using small training
dataset even if distortions and illumination are available in the images [3]. An evaluation
of license plate recognition methods under various conditions such as low illumina-
tion and weather change (rain and snow) was also explored using various texture-based
descriptors such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Haar-Like Features
with numerous classifiers such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4]. The complexity
of environments including low-quality camera, adverse atmospheric conditions, unclear
car plates, complex backgrounds, and uneven illumination can affect the recognition
performance largely [5]. To overcome previous problems, End-to-End deep learning
architecture was demonstrated. It includes a residual error network to extract basic fea-
tures, a multi-scale net to extract multi-scale features, a regression net to locate plate
and characters, and a classification net to recognize the characters [5]. The CNN-RNN
based method for license plate recognition was found to include Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) to extract features and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) such
as B-LSTM (Bi-Directional Long Short-Term Memory), to extract context information
based on the past information [6]. This combination of CNN and RNN was found to
handle the poor quality, blur, noise, and complex background. YOLOobject detector was
utilized for license plate detection and layout classifications [7]. It showed robustness
regardless of camera distance, lighting condition, and vehicle types. Generative Adver-
sarial Network (GAN) was used to generate new synthetic images using a small set
of real images [8]. A modified lightweight YOLOv2 model was used for End-To-End
license plate character detection and recognition without segmentation [8]. Addition-
ally, a super-resolution generative adversarial network (SRGAN) model was explored to
overcome the low recognition rate of the CCTV [9]. They applied distortion-correction
algorithm for the misrecognized characters to enhance the recognition rate [9]. They
used YOLO2 model for character recognition.

Several OCR models that were trained with large datasets for text extraction and
optical character recognition have been discussed in the literature. Three famous OCR
models namely Pytesseract [10], EasyOCR [11], andKerasOCR [12]were utilized in this
paper as pre-trained OCR models to evaluate their performance to recognize characters
in car plates of our challenging dataset.

2 Materials and Methods

This section describes the dataset and discusses the methods utilized in this work.

2.1 Dataset Overview

The dataset used in this work consists of 264 blurry and closed characters images of
Malaysian license plate. These images were considered complex and difficult to be
recognized by state-of-the-art OCR methods. The pictures were collected by Tapway
Sdn Bhd, Malaysia [13]. Figure 1 shows several samples from our dataset.
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Fig. 1. Several samples from our dataset showing closed characters in rows (1 and 2), blurring in
rows (3 and 4), and two-line characters in rows (5 and 6).

2.2 Pre-trained OCR Models

2.2.1 PyTesseract [10]

Tesseract can be utilized as an API to extract printed content from pictures. It supports
several languages. Tesseract 4.0 added a new OCR engine based on Long Term Short
Memory (LSTM) neural networks for OCR engine which is focused on line-recognition.

2.2.2 EasyOCR [11]

Text detection uses the Character-Region Awareness for Text detection (CRAFT)
algorithm. The recognition model is a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network
(CRNN). It includes three components: feature extraction (Resnet) and Visual Geome-
try Group (VGG), sequence labelling (LSTM) and decoding (Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC)).

2.2.3 KerasOCR [12]

KerasOCRusesCRAFT to detect text area by exploring each character region and affinity
between characters. To find bounding box of texts, minimum bounding rectangles were
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found on binary map after thresholding scores of character region and affinity. For text
recognition, original CRNNmodel, or spatial transformer network layer is used to rectify
the text.

Several morphological operations were added to the original images before being
applied to the input of pre-trained OCRmodels as an attempt to enhance the recognition
performance.

1) An erosion was applied to an image to erode the foreground object and make it
smaller.

2) A dilation was applied to an image to fill the holes in the object.
3) An opening was applied to an image by performing erosion followed by a dilation.
4) A closing was applied to an image by performing dilation followed by an erosion.

3 Results and Discussion

This section discusses the results of evaluating and comparing OCRmodels for car plate
recognition task presented in this paper.

3.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments of evaluating OCR pre-trained models were carried out on Google
Colab with K80 GPU. The algorithms were implemented using Python programming
language with Tensorflow and Torch frameworks.

3.2 Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows several samples that were predicted correctly by the three OCR pre-
trained models used. The three models have several problems and limitation in car plate
recognition task which can be summarized as follow:

1) When the image of license plates has two lines of characters, some models cannot
recognize text well.

2) Characters are confused with each other such as ‘1’was confused with ‘I’, 8’ was
confused with ‘B’, and ‘Q’ and ‘O’ were also confused.

3) When the picture is blurred, all OCR models were not able to recognize characters
well.

4) When the characters are too closed, the performance of OCR models also degraded.

While EasyOCR and Pytesseract suffer from previous limitations such as two text
lines and character confusion, these limitations have been addressed by Keras-OCR
which was found to outperform other OCR models in terms of accuracy (number of
correct recognized car plates) as shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows several samples that
were predicted correctly by the three OCR pre-trained models used. Figure 3 shows
several samples that were predicted correctly by only KerasOCR.
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Fig. 2. Several samples that were predicted correctly by all models

Fig. 3. Several samples that were predicted correctly by only KerasOCR

Fig. 4. Several samples that were predicted wrongly by all models

However, there are still several pictures of car plates that cannot be recognized even
byKerasOCRas shown in Fig. 4 because they are so blurry and have so closed characters.
Therefore, retraining KerasOCR with this dataset of car plates is one of the potential
solutions to address the previous limitations.

Table1 presents the recognition accuracy by calculating number of correctly rec-
ognized car plates over all plates. The accuracy of pre-trained KerasOCR was 40.53%
which is higher than Pytesseract by about 4% and higher than EasyOCR by about 7.5%.
In summary, Tesseract can performwell for high-resolution images.Morphological oper-
ations cannot help to increase performance of Tesseract. On the other hand, EasyOCR
with opening or closing morphological operations produced better results than using
original pictures. Finally, Keras-OCR gave good results even if there was a slight blur in
images and the characters were somehow closed and the characters were spread in two
lines. Morphological operations cannot help to increase performance of Keras-OCR.
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Table 1. The comparison between the three pre-trained models in terms of recognition accuracy

Methods Pytesseract EasyOCR KerasOCR

original 97 79 107

Dilation 73 77 82

Erosion 72 79 87

Opening 73 87 86

Closing 72 87 82

Accuracy % 36.74 32.95 40.53

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper demonstrated the task of license plate recognition with blurring and closed
characters (alphabet and numbers). Because of the lack of samples, three OCR pre-
trained models including Pytesseract, EasyOCR and KerasOCRwere utilized. A dataset
of 264 pictures of Malaysian car plates was used for evaluation and comparison. The
experimental results showed thatKerasOCRmethod outperformed othermodels in terms
of recognition accuracy. It was found that 107 images out of 264 images of license plates
were recognized correctly using KerasOCR compared to only 87 images in EasyOCR
and 97 images in Pytesseract.

The limitation of this work is that several images were still not recognized correctly
by pre-trained KerasOCR. Therefore, training KerasOCR utilizing license plates with
closed characters is the future work. This task required collection or synthetic generation
of large number of license plate pictures with closed characters [14]. Additionally, digit
segmentation methods have a big potential to improve detection and recognition of
characters using state-of-the-art object detection methods.
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